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The presence of persistent, latent HIV reservoirs in CD4+ T cells obstructs current efforts to cure infection. The so-called kick-and-kill paradigm proposes to purge these reservoirs by combining latency-reversing agents with immune effectors such as cytotoxic T lymphocytes. Support for this approach is largely based on success in latency models, which do not fully reflect the makeup of latent reservoirs in individuals on long-term antiretroviral therapy (ART). Recent studies have shown that CD8+ T cells have the potential to recognize defective proviruses, which comprise the vast majority of all infected cells, and that the proviral landscape can be shaped over time due to in vivo clonal expansion of infected CD4+ T cells. Here, we have shown that treating CD4+ T cells from ART-treated individuals with combinations of potent latency-reversing agents and autologous CD8+ T cells consistently reduced cell-associated HIV DNA, but failed to deplete replication-competent virus. These CD8+ T cells recognized and potently eliminated CD4+ T cells that were newly infected with autologous reservoir virus, ruling out a role for both immune escape and CD8+ T cell dysfunction. Thus, our results suggest that cells harboring replication-competent HIV possess an inherent resistance to CD8+ T cells that may need to be addressed to cure infection.

Introduction
Eradicating latent HIV reservoirs will require the elimination of persistent populations of cells with integrated HIV proviruses. The major barrier impeding viral eradication is thought to be a reservoir of latently infected resting CD4+ T cells (1–3). While in a quiescent state, these cells are not thought to express HIV antigens, and thus cannot be targeted by the immune system. The so-called kick-and-kill paradigm proposes to combine latency-reversing agents (LRAs) with immune effectors, such as CD8+ T cells, to both overcome this quiescent state and eliminate infected cells (4, 5).

The extremely low frequencies of HIV-infected cells present in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from antiretroviral therapy–treated (ART-treated) individuals (~1 inducible infectious unit per 10^6 CD4+ T cells) presents a significant challenge to testing eradication strategies. This has motivated the use of latency models, such as primary resting CD4+ T cells that have been infected with HIV in vitro (6–8). The kick-and-kill paradigm gained traction when it was demonstrated that latency reversal (kick) alone, with the LRA vorinostat, was insufficient to cause the death of infected cells in a postactivation in vitro latency model, whereas the addition of expanded HIV-specific CD8+ T cells resulted in infected cell elimination (5). Others have since reported similar results using additional in vitro latency models, combined with natural or engineered CD8+ T cells, or NK cells as effectors (9–14). These results have motivated the translation of the kick-and-kill approach into clinical trials that, thus far, have failed to achieve reductions in infectious viral reservoirs (15–17). This lack of efficacy has generally been attributed to insufficient latency reversal and/or to suboptimal immune clearance, with substantial clinical efforts currently focused on enhancing these factors. The current study raises the alternative possibility that natural HIV reservoirs in ex vivo CD4+ T cells may possess additional barriers to CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination that are not reflected in latency models.

Although in vitro latency models have led to valuable insights, they do not fully reflect the complex makeup of the latently infected cells that arise over years and decades in ART-treated individuals. Over these time frames, the compositions of infected cell populations are shaped by clonal expansion of cells harboring both defective and intact proviruses (18–22). Since overall frequencies of infected cells remain fairly constant (23, 24), this expansion must be counterbalanced by the death of other cells. Emerging evidence suggests that this process may select for resilient clones of infected cells. In primary-cell models of latency, where no selection has occurred, strong LRAs including PMA/ionomycin (PMA/I) and T cell receptor agonists are sufficient to
Drive the elimination of infected cells by cytopathic effects (25, 26). In contrast, stimulation of ex vivo CD4+ T cells with PMA/I results in sustained viral production and further proliferation of infected-cell clones (27). This resiliency of ex vivo reservoirs has been linked to insertional mutagenesis as a result of proviral integration. Over years of ART, there is in vivo selection for infected-cell clones with integrations into genes associated with enhanced proliferation and/or survival (18, 19). Given such complexities, we perceived a need to extend testing of CD8+ T cell–based kick-and-kill strategies from latency models to ex vivo patient CD4+ T cells.

In the current study, we utilized a newly designed assay to test whether the coculture of potent CD8+ T cell effectors in combination with LRAs could drive reductions in latent HIV reservoirs from the ex vivo CD4+ T cells of ART-treated individuals. Our study applies a standard quantitative viral outgrowth assay (QVOA) (with mitogenic reactivation of latent virus) to assess viral reservoir reductions following ex vivo kick-and-kill approaches. QVOAs rely on limiting dilutions of replicates of stimulated CD4+ T cells to calculate maximal likelihood estimates of infectious units per million cells (IUPM) (2, 23, 28). Furthermore, QVOAs strictly measure replication-competent virus, while HIV DNA, p24 antigen, or viral RNA assays may be confounded by the presence of defective proviruses (29, 30). Upon treating ex vivo CD4+ T cells with combinations of CD8+ T cells and LRAs, we observed consistent reductions in levels of HIV DNA that, surprisingly, were not accompanied by reductions in infectious viral reservoirs as measured by QVOA. This failure to reduce infectious reservoirs was observed even in the context of potent LRAs, and was not attributable to immune escape. Our results suggest the elimination of a subset of cells harboring defective HIV proviruses, while those harboring infectious proviruses displayed a resistance to CD8+ T cell–mediated killing that has not been observed in latency models, and which may have to be overcome to cure infection.

**Results**

Validation of HIV eradication assay using primary cell model of latency. We developed an ex vivo HIV eradication (HIVE) assay to test the abilities of CD8+ T cells to kill reactivated natural HIV reservoirs. The schematic of this assay is given in Figure 1A. Briefly, CD4+ T cells from ART-treated individuals were isolated from leukapheresis samples, treated with LRAs, and then cocultured for 4 days with autologous immune effectors in the presence of anti-retrovirals and DNase (to degrade the genomes of dead cells). CD8+ T cells were then repurified from these cocultures and subjected to phenotypic characterization (Supplemental Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1), quantification of residual cell-associated HIV DNA by digital droplet PCR (ddPCR), and QVOAs to measure the frequencies of cells harboring intact-inducible proviruses (i.e., those that give rise to viral replication following a single round of maximal stimulation; see ref. 31). The output of this assay is a maximal likelihood estimate of IUPM with a 95% confidence interval (Supplemental Figure 2) (28).
Before applying this assay to ex vivo CD4+ T cells, we performed validation experiments on a primary cell model of post-activation latency (32, 33) to determine whether it could reliably measure changes in levels of both HIV DNA and IUPM. Infected cells of this latency model were spiked into autologous ex vivo CD4+ T cells to generate target cell populations, approximating the infected cell frequencies found in patient samples. A recent study has demonstrated that the BCL-2 inhibitor ABT-199 substantially eliminated the death of HIV-infected cells following latency reversal, by potentiating viral cytopathicity (34). We therefore tested whether the combination of the LRA bryostatin and ABT-199 would eliminate latently infected cells in this model system. We observed that treatment with bryostatin alone led to significant decreases in both levels of HIV DNA and IUPM (Supplemental Figure 3, P < 0.0001 and P = 0.003, respectively). This is consistent with previous studies, which have indicated that potent LRAs alone are sufficient to drive some elimination of infected cells in this and other models of latency (5, 32). As expected, substantially greater reductions in levels of both HIV DNA and IUPM were observed following combination treatment with bryostatin and ABT-199 (Supplemental Figure 3, P = 0.0009 and P < 0.0001, respectively, compared with bryostatin alone). Thus, decreases in levels of both HIV DNA and IUPM can be effectively measured in HIVE assays.

Compiled results — combinations of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells and LRAs reduce HIV DNA, but not infectious reservoirs from ex vivo CD4+ T cells. The remainder of this study focused on testing the abilities of combinations of LRAs and autologous CD8+ T cell effectors to eliminate HIV-infected cells from the ex vivo CD4+ T cells of ART-treated individuals. We have taken the approach of first presenting compiled data from all experiments together in order to illustrate overall trends (Figure 1, B and C), and then delving into details of individual experiments (Figures 2–5, and Supplemental Figures 2 and 4). Demographic and clinical information for study participants are given in Table 1. Overall, we observed that combinations of LRAs with either HIV-specific CD8+ T cell lines or clones consistently drove significant reductions in proviral HIV DNA in autologous CD4+ T cells, as compared with no treatment or LRA-only conditions (P < 0.0001, Figure 1B). Surprisingly, this was not accompanied by a significant reduction in intact-inducible virus (as measured by QVOA) in any single experiment. In fact, we observed an overall trend towards increases in IUPM when comparing LRA plus CD8+ T cell or CD8+ T cell line conditions with untreated controls (P = 0.17, Figure 1C). These results stand in contrast to those of the primary cell model of latency in which we observed that levels of HIV DNA and IUPM decreased in parallel, and where even the use of a strong LRA alone was sufficient to drive significant reductions in both measures (Supplemental Figure 3). The results given below represent detailed profiles of the individual experiments encompassed by the above summary, allowing detailed examination of this unexpected result.

Ex vivo CD8+ T cells and short-term-expanded HIV-specific CD8+ T cell lines reduce HIV DNA without measurably impacting infectious reservoirs. We first applied the HIVe assay to assess the ability of ex vivo CD8+ T cells to eliminate autologous, latently infected ex vivo CD4+ T cells, when combined with the following LRAs: an IL-15 superagonist (IL-15SA, comprising a mutated form of IL-15 with enhanced activity bound to an IL-15Ra–Fc fusion protein; see ref. 35); and Pam3CSK4, a Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) agonist (8). We selected these LRAs based on our previous observations that they both induce T cell recognition of latently infected cells, and directly enhance multiple T cell functions, including cytotoxicity (36). Experiments were performed on cells from 2 ART-treated individuals with strong ex vivo HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses as determined by ELISPOT (OM5334, 1,758 SFU/10^6 PBMCs; OM5011, 1,345 SFU/10^6 PBMCs; see Supplemental Text for further clinical histories and T cell response characterization). For both individuals, we observed significant reductions in levels of HIV DNA in ex vivo CD4+ T cells following treatment with LRAs and ex vivo autologous CD8+ T cells (Figure 2, A and C).

In the initial experiment with OM5334, we expected that this clear reduction in levels of HIV DNA would be accompanied by a marked reduction in the infectious latent HIV reservoir. We therefore utilized a previously described in vivo murine viral outgrowth assay (MuVOA) (37) to assess any remaining infectious virus, given that the MuVOA may be more sensitive than a QVOA (38). For each treatment group, 3 naive NOD-SCID IL-2Rγc−/− (NSG) mice were injected with 10^5 repurified CD4+ T cells from HIVe assays (corresponding to those measured in Figure 2A) and viral loads were measured weekly. Unexpectedly, we observed viral rebound in all animals within 1 week, indicating that infectious virus had not been sufficiently reduced ex vivo to delay viral rebound (Figure 2B). Note that we would caution against drawing conclusions from relative viral load levels following rebound in this model, as these are unstable and influenced by fluctuations in the nascent CD4 grafts (i.e., robust viral replication can deplete these early CD4 grafts, leading to drops in viral load; see ref. 37). Given this result of contemporaneous viral rebound between groups, we moved to assessing infectious viral reservoirs by in vitro viral outgrowth assays in all subsequent experiments in order to detect more subtle changes in infectious reservoirs. For the HIVe assay using autologous CD8+ T cells from participant OM5011, the significant reduction in levels of HIV DNA observed in Figure 2C was not associated with a measurable reduction in IUPM (Figure 2D).

We next tested whether enhancing HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses through a short-term expansion in response to HIV peptides and cytokines would facilitate reductions in the autologous infectious reservoir, using cells from a third study participant, CIRC0311. The resulting HIV-specific T cell line exhibited potent responses by IFN-γ ELISPOT, distributed across at least 7 epitopes in Nef, Gag, and Pol (Supplemental Figure 4). As with ex vivo CD8+ T cells, we observed that the combination of this expanded HIV-specific T cell line with an IL-15SA drove significant reductions in HIV DNA (P < 0.001, Figure 2E), with a similar reduction observed when combined with the LRA bryostatin (P = 0.02, Figure 2E). However, neither of these combinations drove a reduction in the intact-inducible reservoir, as measured by QVOA (Figure 2F). The failure of ex vivo HIV-specific T cells to reduce infectious virus in the above experiments may have resulted from a number of factors, including immune escape at targeted epitopes in intact proviruses, poor effector function of CD8+ T cells, or insufficient latency reversal. We therefore moved to the use of CD8+ T cell clones to define the potential roles of immune escape and effector function in our observations.
Combinations of HIV-specific CD8+ T cell clones targeting nonescaped epitopes with an IL-15SA and/or a TLR2 agonist fail to reduce infectious reservoirs. Participant OM5011, tested in the above ex vivo CD8+ T cell HIVE assays, possessed a CD8+ T cell response to the HIV-Gag HPVAGPIA (HA9) epitope. By single-genome sequencing we found this epitope was wild type in 10 out of 10 autologous proviral sequences. We therefore isolated an HA9-specific CD8+ T cell clone to use as a nonescaped CD8+ T cell effector. This CD8+ T cell clone degranulated in response to cognate peptide as measured by CD107a cell-surface expression (Figure 3A), and exhibited potent elimination of autologous CD4+ T cells that had been activated and superinfected with HIV JR-UCSF (Figure 3B). In the HIVE assay, we observed a modest but significant reduction in cell-associated HIV DNA following a triple combination treatment with CD8+ T cell clone plus IL-15SA and PamCSK4 (P < 0.05, Figure 3C). No changes in cell-associated HIV DNA were observed following coculture with an irrelevant, autologous, CMV-pp65-specific CD8+ T cell clone, with or without LRAs (P = 0.75, Figure 3C).

The above measures of cell-associated HIV DNA were each paired with viral outgrowth assays. Results from these assays are shown here as HIV-p24 concentrations, with each dot representing a single well of the viral outgrowth assay (Figure 3D). We did not observe reductions in frequencies of intact-inducible virus following any treatment condition with the HIV-Gag-specific CD8+ T cell clone. As expected, reductions were also not observed with the CMV-specific negative control CD8+ T cell. Thus, as with bulk ex vivo CD8+ T cells, the combination of this Gag-specific CD8+ T cell clone with IL-15SA and PamCSK4 drove reductions in levels of HIV DNA, without measurably reducing the intact-inducible reservoir.

In addition to acquiring mutations in targeted epitopes, HIV can escape from CD8+ T cell pressure through the fixation of epitope-flanking mutations that affect epitope processing (39). Thus, although autologous viral sequences showed a lack of escape
dot represents the percentage of CD8+ T cell clones that degranulated (CD107a+) following coculture with autologous CD4+ T cells that had been infected with virus from a single QVOA well. The peptide stimulation condition served as a positive control for the specificity of the Gag-specific CD8+ T cell, and HIV LAI served as a positive control for infected cell recognition. By comparing the ability of the Gag-specific CD8+ T cell clone to recognize QVOA supernatants from the Gag-specific CD8+ T cell HIVE assay ver-

mutations at the HA9 epitope targeted by this CD8+ T cell clone, the possibility remained that other mechanisms of escape may have limited its ability to reduce the infectious viral reservoir. We therefore utilized a CD8+ T cell biosensor assay to directly interrogate the ability of the Gag-HA9 CD8+ T cell clone to respond to virus isolated from p24+ wells of the QVOA — that is, viruses from infected cells that the CD8+ T cell clone had failed to eliminate during the HIVE assay (assay schematic, Figure 3E). In Figure 3F, each
sus the CMV-pp65-specific CD8+ T cell HIV assay (Figure 3D) we were further able to evaluate whether virus that had survived the Gag-specific CD8+ T cell HIV assay had been selected for putative escape mutations. We observed recognition above background (uninfected control) of virus from all 24 QVOA wells (12 each from Gag-specific-CD8+ T cell HIV and CMV-specific CD8+ T cell HIV). Variability in the levels of recognition were likely due to variable levels of infection, and were not different between the Gag-specific and CMV-specific CD8+ T cell QVOA (Figure 3F). These data corroborate our sequencing data showing a lack of variability in this epitope, ruling out a role for immune escape in the inability of this CD8+ T cell clone to reduce the intact-inducible reservoir.

**Combinations of HIV-specific CD8+ T cell clones targeting non-escaped epitopes with bryostatin further reduce HIV DNA without reducing infectious reservoirs.** We next tested whether combination of the HIV-Gag-HA9-specific CD8+ T cell clone with a more potent LRA, bryostatin (40, 41), could drive reductions in intact-inducible reservoirs. CD4+ T cells were stimulated with bryostatin, and then extensively washed to avoid bryostatin-associated impairment of CD8+ T cell function, as has been previously reported (42–44). In this HIV assay, we observed a significant decrease in levels of cell-associated HIV DNA in the presence of CD8+ T cells (P = 0.01 for bryostatin vs. bryostatin + CD8+ T cells, Figure 4A). This decrease in HIV DNA was, again, not associated with a measurable reduction in intact-inducible virus as measured by QVOA (Figure 4B). We repeated this experiment using target cells from a different participant visit time point, focusing on the no treatment, bryostatin, and bryostatin plus Gag-specific CD8+ T cell conditions, and increased replicates and dilutions in the QVOA assay to improve statistical power. As before, we observed reductions in HIV DNA (copies per million CD4+ T cells: bryostatin, 240.0 ± 19.5; bryostatin + CD8+ T cells, 102.0 ± 32.0; P < 0.0001, data not shown), with no reduction in intact-inducible virus (Figure 4C). As predicted by the cytotoxicity of this CD8+ T cell clone (Figure 3B), and the lack of detection of escape mutants, the HA9-specific CD8+ T cell clone eliminated autologous activated CD4+ T cells that had been newly superinfected with virus from a p24+ QVOA well — that is, virus derived from cells that the CD8+ T cell clone had failed to kill during the HIV assay (Figure 4, D and E). Thus, the inability of these CD8+ T cells to eliminate intact-inducible virus in the HIV assay cannot be attributed to immune escape on the part of the virus, nor to functional deficiency on the part of the CD8+ T cell.

We next extended our results to an additional participant, OM5267. We generated 3 HIV-specific CD8+ T cell clones, specific for (a) the HLA-B62-restricted HIV-Nef epitope RMRRAEPPA (RA9), (b) the HLA-Cw08-restricted HIV-Nef epitope AAVDLSSHFL (AL9), and (c) the HLA-B27-restricted HIV-Gag epitope IRLRPPGGKK (IK9). The abilities of these CD8+ T cell clones to degranulate in response to peptide were confirmed by flow cytometric detection of CD107a the day prior to performing a HIVE assay (Figure 4F). We observed that the combination of bryostatin with each of the 3 HIV-specific T cell clones tested resulted in significant depletions in the frequencies of cells harboring HIV DNA (no treatment [No Tx] vs. bryostatin + CD8+ T cell clone, Figure 4G). For the RA9- and IK9-specific CD8+ T cell decreases, decreases in HIV DNA were also significant relative to the bryostatin-alone condition (RA9, P = 0.004; IK9, P = 0.01), while levels of HIV DNA were not significantly different between the bryostatin-alone and bryostatin plus AL9 CD8+ T cell condition (P = 0.33). These differential effects on HIV DNA corresponded to epitope escape profiles (see below). Despite these reductions in HIV DNA with RA9- and IK9-specific CD8+ T cells, we did not detect corresponding reductions in intact-inducible virus (Figure 4H).

We next sequenced CD8+ T cell epitopes in virus from p24+ wells of the QVOA assay shown in Figure 4H, to assess the potential role of immune escape in the observed results. While variants were not observed for the Gag-IK9 epitope (data not shown), a number of variants were observed for the RA9 and AL9 epitopes (Figure 4I); these epitopes were sequenced from both the bryostatin plus RA9 and bryostatin plus AL9 conditions to cross-control for the selection of escape variants in the HIVE assay (which was not observed). The variant peptides were synthesized and tested against the corresponding CD8+ T cell clones in a CD107a degranulation assay. A lack of recognition was observed for each of the AL9 epitope variants, whereas recognition of the wild-type epitope remained robust; these AL9 variants were therefore defined as escape mutants. For the RA9 epitope, the RIG and RIS variants were recognized by the CD8+ T cell clone using the same peptide concentration as the wild type, while the R4Q variant induced degranulation only at higher peptide concentrations (percentage CD107a at 0.5 μg/ml peptide: wild type 27.7%, RIG 17.5%, SIG 15.5%, R4Q 0.9%). These escape profiles correspond to the degree of HIV DNA reduction (Figure 4G), where CD8+ T cells targeting the predominately unescaped RA9/IK9 epitopes drove significant depletions in HIV DNA, whereas those targeting the approximately 71% escaped AL9 epitope were associated with only a trend towards reduction, when compared with treatment with bryostatin alone. We then performed a CD8+ T cell biosensor assay with the HIV-Gag-IK9-specific CD8+ T cell (no variants observed by sequencing), and QVOA supernatants from the Gag-IK9-CD8+ T cell plus bryostatin condition. Corroborating the sequencing data, the CD8+ T cell clone exhibited robust degranulation in response to each of these viruses. Analogous to Figure 3F, each dot in Figure 4J represents the percentage degranulation (%CD107+), of the Gag-IK9-specific CD8+ T cell to autologous CD4+ T cells infected with virus from a single QVOA well. CD4+ T cells peptide infected with HIV-LAI, HIV-NL4-3, or pulsed with cognate peptide, serve as positive controls, and uninfected cells serve as negative controls. Cells infected with supernatants from each of the QVOA wells were recognized by the Gag-IK9-specific CD8+ T cell that had been used in the HIV assay (Figure 4J), strictly ruling out a role for immune escape in the observed inability of this clone, in combination with bryostatin, to reduce the infectious reservoir as measured by QVOA.

**Combinations of CD8+ T cells targeting nonescaped epitopes with PMAs and CD3/CD28 antibodies fail to reduce infectious HIV reservoirs.** In moving from IL-15SA and Pam3CSK4 to bryostatin in the above experiments, we went from 2 clinically viable agents with moderate LRA activity to an agent that is probably too potent for clinical use in ART-treated participants (45, 46). Additionally, we tested histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi’s), romidepsin and vorinostat, in combination with CD8+
Figure 4. Combinations of HIV-specific CD8+ T cells with bryostatin (bryo) drive reductions in cell-associated HIV DNA without reducing the intact-inducible reservoir. (A) ddPCR results from a HIVE assay showing the mean ± SD. (B) QVOA analysis of CD4+ T cells, post-HIVE, show IUPM ± 95% CIs. (C) Higher-resolution QVOA results of a second HIVE assay using CD4+ T cells from the same donor but a different time point. (D) Schematic of CD8+ T cell killing assay: autologous reservoir virus from positive wells of the QVOA was used to infect activated CD4+ T cells from participant OM5011. Gag-specific CD8+ T cell clones were added to the culture to test their ability to eliminate infected cells. (E) Flow cytometry plot of CD8+ T cell killing assay indicating that the Gag-specific CD8+ T cell clone is able to efficiently kill CD4+ T cells infected with HIV from outgrowth assays. (F) HIV-Gag- and Nef-specific CD8+ T cell clones degranulate (CD107a+) in response to treatment with cognate peptides. (G) ddPCR results (mean ± SD) from a HIVE assay using bryostatin with either a Nef-RA9-specific CD8+ T cell, Nef-AL9-specific CD8+ T cell, or Gag-IK9-specific CD8+ T cell. (H) QVOA analysis of CD4+ T cells, post-HIVE, show IUPM ± 95% CIs. (I) Sequencing of viral RNA from supernatants of QVOA wells. Red = escape variants, green = nonescape variants as confirmed by degranulation assays with the CD8+ T cell clone. (J) Results from CD8+ T cell biosensor assay (as described above) using virus from supernatants (sups) of positive QVOA wells of the HIVE assay, treated with bryostatin + Gag-IK9-specific CD8+ T cells, show strong recognition of autologous reservoir virus by the Gag-IK9 CD8+ T cell. P values were calculated by 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test.
T cells and again did not observe reductions in intact-inducible virus (Supplemental Figure 5).

Given these results, we next set aside the consideration of clinical utility and tested whether maximal activation of CD4+ T cells with PMA/I could prime cells infected with intact-inducible proviruses for CD8+ T cell elimination. We observed that PMA/I alone drove a substantial reduction in levels of cell-associated HIV DNA (P < 0.0001, Figure 5A), with an additive effect in combination with CD8+ T cells (P = 0.02). There was also a substantial release of viral RNA, and the addition of the CD8+ T cell clone was associated with an approximately 1-log reduction in viral RNA release (Figure 5B). Despite this evidence for both latency reversal and CD8+ T cell antiviral activity, we again observed no significant impact on intact-inducible virus burden as measured by QVOA (Figure 5C).

Protein kinase C (PKC) agonists, such as bryostatin, act synergistically with the bromo-domain inhibitor JQ1 and with the HDA-Ci vorinostat, resulting in LRA activity that is almost on par with PMA/I (41). We therefore tested whether this potent LRA cocktail in combination with the nonescaped HIV Gag-HA9-specific CD8+ T cell clones would result in elimination of the intact-inducible reservoir in a HIVE assay. In an attempt to further maximize CD8+ T cell-mediated killing, we also blocked the co-inhibitory receptors PD-1 and Tim-3 using antagonistic antibodies (47–50). We observed a trend towards an increase in HIV DNA following treatment with this cocktail alone, and a significant reduction with the addition of the CD8+ T cell clone (P < 0.01) (Figure 5D); intriguingly, this increase in HIV DNA was reflected by a significant increase in IUPM (P < 0.01) following treatment with the cocktail alone. However, the IUPM for the CD8+ T cell plus LRA plus Ab cocktail condition was not significantly different from either the No Tx or LRA plus Ab cocktail–only condition (Figure 5E). Thus, even with the use of synergistic LRA cocktails in combination with CD8+ T cells targeting nonescaped epitopes, we were unable to measurably reduce the intact-inducible reservoir.

The combination of antibodies against CD3 and CD28 potently reactivates replication-competent HIV from ex vivo CD4+ T cells, and can substitute for stimulation by PHA and irradiated feeder cells in QVOAs (51). We therefore assessed whether anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation in combination with both the Nef-RA9-specific CD8+ T cell and Gag-HA9-specific CD8+ T cell would result in elimination of the intact-inducible reservoir in a HIVE assay. We observed a significant decrease in levels of HIV DNA in the anti–CD3/CD28 plus HIV-specific CD8+ T cell clones (Figure 5F, P = 0.04), but no accompanying reductions in IUPM (Figure 5G, overall ANOVA P = 0.37). For anti-CD3/CD28 and each of the other potent LRAs, potent activation of CD4+ T cells was confirmed at the end of the coculture period by flow cytometry (Figure 5H). Thus, the results obtained with anti-CD3/CD28 stimulation mirrored those with PMA/I in showing significant reductions in levels of HIV DNA without a reduction in intact-inducible provirus as measured by QVOA. Thus, these data suggest that, under conditions of ex vivo latency reversal, HIV-specific CD8+ T cells can eliminate a subset of defective HIV proviruses, while intact-inducible reservoirs resist CD8+ T cell–mediated killing.

HIV-specific CD8+ T cell elimination of defective proviruses capable of antigen expression is needed to account for decreases in HIV DNA. The HIV proviruses that are present in the CD4+ T cells of an ART-treated individual can be grouped into 3 categories: (a) intact-inducible — those that give rise to viral replication following a single stimulation in a QVOA, typically comprising less than 1% of proviruses; (b) intact noninduced — intact proviruses that are not reactivated in a single stimulation in a QVOA (but which may be reactivated by subsequent stimulations), typically comprising approximately 12% of proviruses (31); and (c) defective — containing deletions or mutations that preclude the production of an infectious virus, typically comprising approximately 88% of proviruses (31). Of note, we have recently demonstrated that a subset of defective proviruses is able to express viral antigens, resulting in recognition by HIV-specific CD8+ T cells (29). The magnitudes of the CD8+ T cell plus LRA-mediated reductions in HIV DNA observed in the current study, along with the lack of decreases in intact-inducible proviruses as measured by QVOA, were highly suggestive of preferential elimination of cells harboring defective proviruses. However, since the proportions of defective and intact noninduced proviruses vary among different patients, the possibility remained that CD8+ T cell targeting of cells harboring intact noninduced proviruses could explain decreases in HIV DNA. To distinguish between these possibilities, we utilized a previously described method (31) to determine the proportion of HIV proviruses that were intact in the reservoir of OMS011, using samples from the HIV assay depicted in Figure 2C. We sequenced a total of 32 proviruses from these samples and observed gross deletions in each of these (Figure 6, A and B). Thus, the large majority of proviral DNA in study participant OMS011 is defective, and CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination of cells harboring expressed defective proviruses is needed to account for decreases in HIV DNA in cells from this individual (Figures 2C, 3C, 4A, and 5, A and D).

### Table 1. Demographics of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>ART Regimen</th>
<th>Duration of viral load (copies/ml (months))</th>
<th>Viral load (copies/ml)</th>
<th>Estimated time between infection and ART (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OM5011</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>ABC, 3TC, DTG</td>
<td>77 &lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5034</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>ABC, 3TC, RAL</td>
<td>25 &lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;5 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRC0311</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>3TC, ABC, ETIV, DRV/r, RAL</td>
<td>48 &lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;11 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5267</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>FTC, TDF, DRV/r, RAL</td>
<td>18 &lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM5203</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>Triumeq, DTG</td>
<td>42 &lt;50</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>~96 months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABC, abacavir; DRV/r, darunavir/ritonavir; DTG, dolutegravir; ETV, etravirine; FTC, emtricitabine; RAL, raltegravir; 3TC, lamivudine; TDF, tenofovir; Triumeq, abacavir/dolutegravir/lamivudine.
Intriguingly, though none of the observed proviruses were intact, we observed that, following treatment with IL-15SA and CD8+ T cells the proviral population was enriched for deletions in PCR amplicon 'A' that spans the 5′ end of the viral genome (Figure 6C). OM5011 has 2 immunodominant HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses that target the HPVHAGPIA (HA9, represented by CD8+ T cell clone used in Figures 2–5) and the ACQGVGGPGHK (AK11) Gag epitopes. Upon sequencing the PCR products from IL-15SA and CD8+ T cell–treated conditions, we observed that all of the deletions in these proviruses eliminated the HA9 epitope and that 12 out of 13 also eliminated the AK11 epitope (Figure 6D). This observation suggests that, in the setting of latency reversal, CD8+ T cells may be able to exert immunological pressure on defective proviruses, resulting in selection for proviruses with epitope deletions. These data are in line with previous reports that provide indirect evidence implicating CD8+ T cells in shaping the defective proviral landscape in vivo (29). Thus, we conclude that, under conditions of ex vivo latency reversal, HIV-specific CD8+ T cells can eliminate a subset of defective HIV proviruses, while intact-inducible reservoirs resist CD8+ T cell–mediated killing.

Discussion
The primary conclusion of the current study is that under controlled ex vivo conditions, combining highly functional CD8+ T cells targeting nonescaped epitopes with potent LRAs failed to measurably reduce intact-inducible proviruses from study par-
represent the relative elimination of infected cells with antigen-expression-competent proviruses.

Several barriers to CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination of latently infected cells are thought to contribute to the persistence of HIV reservoirs in vivo: the presence of CD8+ T cell escape mutations in reservoir viruses (53, 54), a lack of antigen expression while in a latent state (1–3, 36), functional deficits in HIV-specific CD8+ T cells — such as impaired cytotoxicity (55–57), and compartmentalization of infected cells in anatomical sites that are poorly accessed by CD8+ T cells — such as lymph node follicles (58, 59). Our experimental design allowed us to address each of these barriers. We initially mitigated the role of immune escape by focusing our efforts on participants in whom we had identified CD8+ T cell responses targeting epitopes that were predominately nonescaped in autologous proviral sequences. In several experiments we used CD8+ T cell clones targeted against known epitopes, and participant CD4+ T cells. In these same experiments, we consistently observed significant reductions in levels of cell-associated HIV DNA following treatment with LRA plus CD8+ T cells. The elimination of cells harboring defective HIV proviruses is needed to account for the magnitudes of these reductions, given that these outnumber intact proviruses by approximately 20 to 1 (52). This ties into our recent demonstration that antigen expression can be induced from a subset of defective HIV proviruses, allowing for recognition by CD8+ T cells (29). Note, however, that a considerable proportion of defective proviruses are not capable of expressing a given antigen, imposing limits on the degrees to which CD8+ T cells can reduce HIV DNA.

Figure 6. Characterization of HIV proviruses remaining after HIVE assay. Full-length single HIV genome amplifications (limiting dilution) were performed using the same DNA samples quantified in Figure 2C, using a previously described method (31). First-round PCRs were performed at limiting dilution and PCR reactions containing viral genomes were identified by nested PCR with gag primers (not shown). Each of these wells was then subjected to nested PCR over 4 overlapping regions, labeled A–D. (A) Shown are representative amplification products from 2 defective proviruses. Provirus 1 shows an intact region D, but a deletion affecting regions A–C. Provirus 2 does not show an intact amplicon for any of the 4 regions. (B) Table summarizing the results of whole-genome characterizations. Of the 32 genomes characterized, none exhibited full-length products for all 4 amplicons. (C) Shown are resulting amplification products from primer pair A for a number of single HIV proviruses taken from each of the treatment conditions. DNA amplicons from the IL-15SA + CD8+ T cell condition were enriched for gross deletions as compared with other conditions — correct product sizes are indicated by the red line (P values calculated by χ² test). (D) The products shown in C were sequenced and are shown aligned to the HIV reference genome. The ex vivo CD8+ T cells used in this HIVE assay have 2 immunodominant responses targeting HA9 and AK11 epitopes. Dashed lines indicate the positions of these epitopes in the viral genome. Proviral genomes that remain, following treatment with IL-15SA + CD8+ T cells, are significantly enriched for deletions spanning CD8+ T cell epitopes.
confirmed a lack of corresponding immune escape in virus that grew out of QVOA wells. We further directly confirmed that the CD8+ T cell clones used in these assays were able to recognize and/or eliminate autologous activated CD4+ T cells that had been newly infected with virus that had been derived from p24+ QVOA wells; i.e., virus that grew out of cells which the same CD8+ T cell clones had failed to eliminate during the HIVE assay. Thus, while immune escape will pose a challenge to the clinical translation of CD8+ T cell-based kick-and-kill strategies, it cannot explain the inability of CD8+ T cells to reduce IUPM in the current study. With respect to latency reversal, we progressed from the use of modest LRAs in initial experiments to the potent LRA bryostatin, and finally to the maximally activating agents PMA/I and anti–CD3/CD28. While a minority of intact-inducible proviruses are not reactivated following a single round of maximal reactivation (31, 60), it is unlikely that the inability of CD8+ T cells to reduce IUPM under these conditions can be attributed primarily to insufficient latency reversal. Finally, with respect to CD8+ T cell functionality, the effectors used in these experiments exhibited potent cytotoxicity against autologous CD4+ T cells that had been newly infected with either a lab isolate of HIV or autologous virus. Thus, our data lead us to propose that the inability of CD8+ T cells to eliminate cells harboring intact-inducible virus in these ex vivo assays appears to be attributable to some aspect of the functional state of the original provirus-harboring cells from the natural reservoir.

The nature of this putative resistance to CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination is currently unknown, but we propose 2 hypotheses for future investigation. The first relates to immunoevasion mediated by HIV Nef, which acts to downregulate MHC-I on infected cells, thereby diminishing recognition by CD8+ T cells (61). In productive HIV replication, Nef immunoevasion is likely limited — to some extent — by the early presentation of antigen from incoming virions prior to Nef-mediated MHC-I downregulation (within 2–6 hours of infection) (62–70). In the setting of reactivation from latency there is no parallel to this eclipse phase, and the expression of late gene products (such as Gag) will occur only after MHC-I downregulation occurs. Nef immunoevasion therefore provides a potential explanation for why the CD8+ T cells used here were unable to eliminate reactivated reservoir-harboring cells, but were able to eliminate autologous productively infected CD4+ T cells infected with virus that grew out of these same reservoirs. Nef immunoevasion may also have contributed to the apparent differential sensitivity to elimination between cells harboring intact-inducible versus defective proviruses; intact proviruses express full-length Nef, while many defective proviruses may lack functional Nef, but express sufficient antigen for CD8+ T cell recognition. A recent study by Bruner et al. reported an extensive characterization of defective HIV proviruses from patient CD4+ T cells and found a hotspot for deletions spanning nef (52). Among the proviruses characterized in this study, many examples exist of sequences with intact gag but deletions affecting nef. Moreover, all 43 of the hypermutated proviruses that were analyzed contained either mutated start codons or premature stop codons in nef. Thus, we propose that, following the reactivation of ex vivo CD4+ T cells, the majority of CD8+ T cell targets will comprise cells harboring defective proviruses, many with intact MHC-I presentation and in some cases expressing particularly antigenic defective proteins, alongside infrequent cells harboring intact proviruses that are relatively protected from CD8+ T cell recognition by Nef-mediated MHC-I downregulation. The findings of the current study may thus motivate consideration of the potential role of Nef immunoevasion in limiting the efficacy of kick-and-kill eradication strategies, as well as of a potential role of defective proviruses as immunological decoys.

Our second hypothesis is based on recent demonstrations that approximately 57% of cells harboring intact-inducible provirus are derived from expanded CD4+ T cell clones (20, 21), as well as our own evidence that CD8+ T cell pressures shape this proviral landscape in individuals on ART (29). Based on these lines of evidence, we propose that reservoir-harboring cells may have been selected for those with some intrinsic resistance to CD8+ T cell–mediated killing. A recent study reported an enrichment for proviral insertion sites into the MHC-I region in individuals on long-term ART (71), suggesting one pathway by which such resistance could be established (through disruption of antigen presentation). While further study is required to explore such possibilities, we do note a substantial representation of viruses with identical env V3V4 regions in p24+ wells from the post-HIVE QVOAs of the current study (~53% for OM5011 and ~90% for OM5267, Supplemental Figures 6 and 7). A recent study determined that viral isolates from ART-treated individuals that are identical in this env region are identical throughout the HIV genome, and thus very likely to have arisen by clonal expansion of infected cells (21). Notably, neither of the putative mechanisms of resistance proposed above was at play in the primary cell model of latency used by Shan et al. to establish the potential of the kick-and-kill approach; Nef immunoevasion was absent in this system due to the use of a Nef-deleted reporter virus, and selection for CD8+ T cell-resistant-reservoir-harboring cells that may occur over long periods of time in ART-treated individuals would not be recapitulated in this, or any other, short-term-infection in vitro latency model.

In the current study, we tested a limited number of CD8+ T cell effectors against target cells from a limited number of participants (7 and 5, respectively). Given that we took measures to overcome known obstacles to CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination, we feel that the lack of reduction in intact-inducible reservoirs that we uniformly observed comprises strong evidence for the existence of an unexpected obstacle to CD8+ T cell–mediated elimination of intact-inducible reservoirs. However, as substantial heterogeneity exists across both CD8+ T cells and reservoir composition, we do not draw the conclusion that all CD8+ T cells would show the same ineffectiveness against reservoirs from all patients under the conditions tested in our study. If, for example, Nef immunoevasion underlies our observation, then a CD8+ T cell clone that has either particularly high avidity, or is restricted by a Nef-resistant (such as HLA-C) allele, may be effective in reducing intact-inducible reservoirs. With respect to our alternative hypothesis, the reservoirs of different individuals may possess different levels of selection for CD8+ T cell–resistant cells; i.e., the reservoir in an individual with weak autologous CD8+ T cell responses would have experienced little selective pressure and may be less resistant to CD8+ T cell–mediated kick-and-kill strategies. We also acknowledge the possibility that noncytolytic effector functions of CD8+ T cells may have contributed to our observations. For example, a recent study demonstrated that the depletion of CD8+ T cells from antiretroviral-treated SIV-infected macaques resulted in elevated levels of...
SIV transcripts on a per-infected-cell basis, suggesting that CD8+ T cells may act to suppress viral transcription (72). If present in vitro, such a mechanism may have counteracted latency reversal, and thus limited clearance of infected cells.

We are aware of only 2 other such studies that have assessed the impact of kick-and-kill treatments on infectious reservoirs from the ex vivo CD4+ T cells of antiretroviral-treated individuals. Both of those studies utilized clinical cell therapy products comprising mixed populations of expanded HIV-specific CD8+ T cells and activated natural killer (NK) and natural killer T (NKT) cells in combination with vorinostat, and reported reductions in viral outgrowth (14, 73). The contrast between those results and that of our current study may be attributable to a number of factors, including the use of different immune effectors and methodological differences. With respect to the latter, an important distinction is that our study used the mitogen PHA along with irradiated feeders to induce viral outgrowth in QVOA assays, whereas Sung et al. utilized irradiated feeder cells without additional stimulation. Thus, it is likely that different components of the viral reservoir were measured in these alternative approaches. We suggest that the unexpected complexity raised by the current study should prompt more widespread testing of kick-and-kill strategies against ex vivo patient CD4+ T cells, despite the challenges involved. The identification of successful cases of reservoir reductions in the HIV assay would provide clues into the nature of potentially novel mechanisms of resistance reported in this study that, in turn, would open up novel angles from which to target the therapeutic elimination of infectious viral reservoirs in people living with HIV.

Methods

T cell cloning and maintenance. HIV-specific CD8+ T cell responses from study participants were mapped by IFN-γ ELISPOT, using 270 previously defined HIV optimal CD8+ epitopes (74). CD8+ T cell clones against the targeted peptides were established from PBMCs of HIV-infected study participants, as previously described (43). Clone specificity and activity were confirmed by degranulation assay (CD107a cell-surface expression measured by flow cytometry) within 1 day of setting up HIV assays.

Generation of HIV-specific T cells. HIV-specific T cells were expanded and generated as previously described (75). Additional details are provided in the Supplemental Methods.

Infected cell recognition/CD8+ T cell biosensor and HIV killing assays. CD4+ T cells were enriched from PBMCs and infected with autologous reservoir HIV from p24+ QVOA wells. Parallel infections were performed with a lab isolate of HIV recognized by our CD8+ T cell clones (LA1, NL4-3, JR-CSF) (NIH AIDS Reagent Program), to serve as positive controls. Uninfected cells were maintained and used as negative controls. When infections surpassed 10%, cells were washed and cocultured with the indicated CD8+ T cell clones. For recognition assays, anti-CD107a (clone H4A3, BioLegend) antibody was added to the coculture. After a 6-hour incubation at 37°C, cells were stained with anti-CD3 (clone SK7, BD), -CD4 (clone RPA-T4, BD), and -CD8 (clone RPA-T8, BioLegend) antibodies, fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde, and analyzed by flow cytometry for CD107a cell-surface expression levels on CD8+ T cells. For killing assays, cells were stained with an amine-aqua viability dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific), anti-CD3, -CD4, and -CD8 antibodies, then fixed and permeabilized with BD Cytofix/Cytoperm, stained with Gag antibody KC57-RD1 (Beckman Coulter), and then analyzed by flow cytometry. Infected cells are defined as the percentage Gag+ within the viable CD3+CD8+ population (since infected cells downregulate CD4).

HIVE assays. Detailed methods are provided in the Supplemental Methods. Briefly, resting CD4+ T cells were isolated from PBMCs by negative selection (EasySep CD4+ T Cell Enrichment Kit supplemented with HLA-DR Tac, Stemcell Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry to ensure greater than 95% pure resting CD4+ T cells. CD8+ T cell clones were added with the LRAs indicated in the corresponding figures, and cells were cultured in X Vivo-15 serum-free medium (Lonza) supplemented with penicillin-streptomycin, L-glutamine, 0.1 nM IL-7, 1 μM tenofovir, 1 μM nevirapine, 1 μM emtricitabine, 10 μM T20, and 10 U/ml DNase 1 (PromSpec) (X Vivo-10+7+ARV). CD4+ T cells were cultured with LRAs for 2 hours, then washed 3 times to prevent LRA carryover (for LRAs that have been previously associated with impairing CD8+ T cell function [e.g., bryostatin, PMA, I, HDACi’s]). CD4+ T cells were then transferred to X Vivo-10+7+ARV media and cocultured with CD8+ T cell effectors. Cocultures were harvested at 4 days after initiation of coculture. CD4+ T cells from each condition were isolated twice by negative selection, then resuspended in RPMI supplemented with 10% FBS, penicillin-streptomycin, and 50 U/ml IL-2 (R10-50). Aliquots of pre- and post-CD4 enrichment were analyzed by flow cytometry to check purity, memory phenotype, and activation phenotypes and to obtain accurate cell counts. To quantify the remaining reservoir, 2 × 106 cells/condition were centrifuged and DNA (for ddPCR) was extracted from cell pellets using the Gentra Puregene kit (Qiagen), following the manufacturer’s instructions, and the remaining cells were incubated overnight in R10-50 plus 4 nM IL-15SA (ALT-803), then plated out in QVOAs.

ddPCR. ddPCR was performed as previously described. See Supplemental Methods for additional details.

Viral outgrowth assays. Outgrowth assays were performed using a previously described protocol, with slight modifications (77). Details are given in Supplemental Methods.

LRAs. LRAs were used at the following concentrations: romipusep (Sigma-Aldrich) at 40 nM; suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid at 335 nM (SAHA) (Sigma-Aldrich); bryostatin at 10 nM (Sigma-Aldrich); PMA at 50 ng/ml (Sigma-Aldrich); iomycin at 1 μM (Sigma-Aldrich); Pam-CSK, at 10 μg/ml (Invivogen); IL-15SA ALT-803 (Altior Bioscience Corporation) at 144 ng/ml; and CD3 and CD28 (OKT-3 and CD28.2 clones, Biolegend), each at 1 μg/ml.

MaVOA. Purified CD4+ T cells taken from HIV assays were injected into NSG mice (Jackson Labs) at 105 cells/animal through the tail vein. Three mice were injected per HIV assay treatment condition. HIV viral loads were measured weekly (see below). Animal experiments were performed under a protocol approved by the MGH and MIT IACUCs.

Real-time reverse transcription PCR (qRT-PCR). Viral RNA was extracted from cell-free supernatants using a Qiagen Viral RNA Mini Kit, following the manufacturer’s instructions. HIV viral RNA was quantified by qRT-PCR using a probe-based method developed for the integrase single-copy assay (ISCA) (78). See Supplemental Methods for additional details.

Sequencing of Env V3V4 region. Viral RNA from p24+ wells of QVOAs was sequenced as previously described. Sequences were analyzed and assembled into phylogenetic trees using Geneious software (Biomatters).

Statistics. Statistical analyses were performed using Prism 6 (GraphPad) and methods used are reported within each figure legend.
Overall experiments were judged to be significant when the differences by ANOVA reached P less than 0.05. Additional details are given in Supplemental Methods.

Study approval. HIV-infected individuals were recruited from the Maple Leaf Medical Clinic in Toronto, Canada through a protocol approved by the University of Toronto Institutional Review Board. Secondary use of the samples from Toronto was approved through the MGH and George Washington University Institutional Review Boards. All subjects were adults, and gave written informed consent.
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